A Glimpse of Amazonas
July 2013 - By Roger James

Friday July 12
After a five hour early morning layover at Bogota airport we land in Leticia, Colombia around 11am. This place is
surrounded by jungle, jungle and more jungle. As far as I can establish there are only two ways in: the river or by
air.
I get a taxi to the Hostal La Casa Kurupira. Hotels.com advertised this as a really nice place. Single room with
bathroom for 30NZD per night. They were not quite telling the truth. I got a 3 person bunk room and they then
tried to move a grumpy old Dutch man in with me. The dirty bathroom was down the passage, with a pipe
coming out for a cold only shower.

Leticia with two military academies and a police academy making it safe place to stay.
There is a local called Herman who works there and speaks English, who appears to be very helpful, offering to
organise my boat fare down the river for 200,000 peso (around NZ$140). I did some checking and find that is a
bit of a rip off. Having being caught out, he offers to run me back to the airport to get an exit visa from Colombia
then to the other side of town to get entry to Brazil, buy the boat ticket and a hammock, all on his motor bike.
This I accepted and it all worked out at a cost of 25,000 peso (NZ$16). The boat ticket cost 200 Real (NZ$109)
Hammock 34 Real (NZ$18).
Little did I realise at the time that I was about to embark on the best value for money travel I have ever done.
Over 1500km, three nights accommodation, food and water for 109 NZD.

A stroll round the town revealed a combination of new and old. Away from the main street the place looks
pretty rough but the people are friendly. Lots of people seemed to be sitting in what appear to be makeshift bars
watching soccer.
In the evening there was lots of street activity and the street side food was very tasty.

Saturday July 13
As I had organised, the taxi man turns up taking a journey down some pretty rough roads which end at a
reasonably tidy concrete yard with 3 big boats tied up at the wharf at the bottom. The voyager IV is the one I am
booked on. Ticket presented, bag searched by a friendly young policeman, hammock hung on the second deck,
and I am now watching the queue build and am quite pleased I got here early.
Its 12:30 Brazilian time as the two boats moored side by side next to us move away to let us leave the wharf.

Hammock hung and ready to sail
We are underway and the Voyager IV is motoring along a lot faster than I expected.
Luck is with me again as I am teamed up with 3 other Europeans in the hammocks alongside me - Therese from
Norway, Javier from Spain and Alessandro from Italy - and they all speak Spanish. There are about 50 hammocks
strung up on this middle deck in an area 8m by 16m. Our friendly bag searching policeman is also travelling with
us. The river is about a kilometre wide with lots of small boat activity happening on each side.
At 4.50 pm the river is over 2 km wide and our speed is 25kmph. There is not much sign of life here (S 4°11’52”
W 69°27’64”)
5 pm sharp dinner is served. Prepared in a rather small galley, the chicken stew is rather tasty.
In the hammocks next to me on the bow side, there is a lovely Colombian couple and their teenage children. He
is a retired army first sergeant from the Colombian army.

Even the remotest of houses seem to have electricity and a satellite dish
Up on the top deck there is a shop that sells beer and a few snacks. Apart from the rather loud music blasting
forth from a couple of oversized speakers, this is a very peaceful and tranquil setting as the sun sets to our port
side.
Most of the locals on the boat seem to stay in their hammocks day and night, leaving the upper deck for us to
enjoy.
Navigation through the night is interesting. I poke my head into the bridge to see the driver sitting there alone in
the dark on a wooden seat navigating manually with the aid of a Garmin GPS. Every now and then he flicks on a
search light and has a quick 180 degree scan of the water in front.

Sunday July 14
It’s 5:20am as I am awoken by a slight bump. Looking out from my hammock I see we are rafting with a similar
boat, the Sagrado Coraco Jesus, which is a bit flasher with some air conditioned cabins on the top deck. It is
carrying lots more cargo on the bottom deck, including a car. Moving to the front of the boat I see it too is rafted
to another boat the M Fernandes, which we had tied up alongside yesterday. A few minutes later we do the
ship shuffle as we had done yesterday. The Fernandes is ready to move, so we and the other boats move away
then tie up again.
I found out later I was a bit lucky choosing the Voyager, as some of the other boats don’t supply food and don’t
have a bar.
The police come on board and head up to the top deck which has been locked off overnight. I follow them up to
witness a search going on - one of them speaks to me and even though I don't understand a word he says it is
pretty clear it’s a good idea to go back down stairs.
Some time later the police begin the search of our deck going through people's luggage and asking for
documents etc. Their approach is quite aggressive until I ask to take a photo of the guy who is about to check my
bag. Big smile, thumbs up and the search is over for us foreigners.
Just after 6am a bell rings, meaning breakfast is served. Crackers, butter and very sweet coffee. Yes that is it!
Our position is S 3°6’40” W 67°57’10”, altitude 170m. At 9:15am the engine slows as we pull alongside at the
town of Taltantin where we see dolphins playing close to the shore.
As the horn sounds for us to leave the sky darkens, lightening flashes and thunder rolls. The visibility has
dropped to less than 100m in under five minutes and down comes the rain, some of the heaviest I have seen.

The local transport no life jackets here.

It really knows how to rain.

Fortunately the storm is going south and we are heading north, so it’s over quickly.
We slow a couple of times as a local long boat comes alongside with a new passenger clambering aboard.

At 11ish a large lunch is served - rice noodles and bean stew, thickly sliced bread and something else with corn
and I am not sure what in it. There is so much to see with the ever changing scenery. There is evidence of stock
farming in places with fences and the odd set of stock yards close to dwellings, but only on two occasions so far
have we seen cattle and one boat load of sheep.

There are lots of barges on the river being pushed by boats with a high bridge I presume for the view.
The river is joined by another and we see the clear water merge with the brown water on which we are
travelling. In places the river is some three kilometres or more wide; then there will be an island and we head
down what seems like a narrow channel, but it is still 700m wide.
The day ends with a chicken meal, after which we sit on the upper deck and watch the sunset behind us as we
travel east.

Monday July 15
The buzzer rings just after 6 indicating the breakfast crackers are served. The side curtains are down indicating
we have been through another storm. I had been woken during the night as another hammock is squeezed in
between mine and Therese. The river is even wider. In places where we are not passing islands it stretches to
around the 5 km mark.
Even the roughest shack on the river bank has a satellite receiving dish. There are power lines running to even
the most remote of buildings. Most shacks are built off the ground on stilts, some surrounded by water. There
are water marks on some well above the floor level.
To me the river looks high just now, with water often lapping into the jungle among the trees.
Most of the passengers don't seem to know when we actually arrive - they seem to think late Tuesday, maybe
Wednesday. I have just spoken to a crew member who speaks English and established our arrival to be between
3 and 6 am Tuesday.
It's about 2 pm when the boat stops near a few houses and the lady and her daughter 5 hammocks away gets
into a long boat and heads toward a couple of houses on the shore.

The lady on the left and her daughter head to their home.
Several kilometres to the south, across the water, there is a large city.

A town we stopped at.

As we continue our journey fishermen in their long boats are bringing in nets with what look like quite healthy
catches. It's nearly 6pm. We are watching the sun set when Javier points out that that is north; none of us could
quite figure that one out.
Not long after dark the sky lights up in the far distance with an electrical storm that goes on and on.

We slow as a new passenger climbs aboard.

Voyager IV Bridge with wooden seats.

Tuesday July 16
It's around 5am when I feel the engines slow. Going up to the bridge I see the skipper is navigating us thought a
tight channel with houses on each side. In the distance there is a large city. A quick peak at the GPS and we have
travelled 1525k since leaving Tabatinga. It's around 6am when we berth.

Large ships and many ferry boats are spread out along the Manaus riverside.
Eventually I get a cab to go to the Go Inn. The guy hasn't got a clue and tries to drop me off at a place
surrounded by hookers. With me refusing to budge and neither of us understanding a word each other was
saying it became quite amusing. After several stops where I presume he was asking for directions he finds the
hotel.
After organizing a trip into the jungle for tomorrow I went for a stroll around town. Famous during the rubber
days for its class and night life, it has now been invaded by what look like ‘made in China’ goods. Apart from the
produce markets, which are an experience in themselves, the city streets are packed with stalls selling cheap
goods.

Big fish from this big river at not the most hygienic smelling market I have ever been to.

Sitting in the Scarolla restaurant bar on Ave Getulio Avenida having a well earned beer, I see something one
would seldom see in NZ. I hear a woman scream. Looking around, across the road I see a young man tormenting
an old lady. As I raise to my feet, a bus screams to a halt and a big guy runs across the road and grabs the youth,
who lashes out. The big guy executes a perfect foot sweep and the guy hits the ground horizontally. As he hits
the ground several others arrive and kick the shit out of him. Within 60 seconds the police are there. They
handcuff the guy, talk to the bus driver, then congratulate the big guy and remove the bad guy.
Well done the people of Manaus!

The crowd disburses after the action.

Therese, Javier and Alessandro

A few minutes later Therese from the boat trip comes strolling down the street and joins me. Another 30
minutes goes by and along come Javier and Alessandro also from the boat. Small town this, even though the
population is over 2 million

Wednesday July 17
Just after 8 I am picked up by the driver from the hotel and head off on a 3 day ,2 night trip into the jungle.
We head down to the waterfront, get on a boat and head down river for 30 minutes to where the brown waters
of the Amazon and the black waters of the Rio Negro of these mighty rivers meet.
Apparently the brown water that comes down the river we came down contains all the nasties, including a fresh
water shark, 8 meter anacondas, 8 meter alligators etc. The brown water is flowing a lot faster and is colder, so
the two take some 50 kilometres to mix. The black water from Colombia contains an acid which means few
mosquitoes breed in it, and snakes and alligators only grow to smaller sizes.
From there we cruise past a water village; some of the houses floating on large logs, others on stilts. The water
mark on the ones on stilts indicates that they have been recently flooded when in June the river was a meter
plus higher than it is now.

The 220v electricity system seems to work of around here in spite of the water.

Next we pull up at a floating house to be met by a young lady holding a sloth. We step on the deck and she
hands me the sloth. She disappears and comes back with a boa constrictor which I am also handed. Next is a
baby alligator. Then I am lead through the house and out the back door where a lid is lifted on a box to reveal a
3m Anaconda.
Back in the tiny kitchen, Mum is feeding the youngest of her 10 children (6 of whom are still living with her) and
hubby in this two bedroom floating home. Another sloth clings to a post in the corner of the small kitchen. The
guide gives her 4 real for the show.

Next we cruise through some trees to see some rather large water lilies.

On the fast trip back to Manaus I cop a mouth full of black water which tastes rather strange.

A 2 hour car ride, which takes us over the 3.5km Iranduba Bridge; 45 minutes in a boat and we are at the Green
Lodge.

Iranbuda Bridge apparently cost over a billion to service a yet to be built city and a road of some 50 Kilometres.
Ths place has a nice pool, and is quiet and secluded, with concrete cabins. Relatively new but not as clean as I
expected. There are a few other guests, most of whom are leaving shortly.
Just after 3 pm and having waited for a brief storm to pass, we head off piranha fishing; Emma from Denmark,
Otavio his wife Aline and daughter Anna from San Polo Brazil. Fabio our guide drives the wide boat with a Honda
motor and straight drive prop. The reflections in the black water are really clear.

We head through a maze of passages amongst the trees, finally settling on a spot at the end of a waterway. The
lines on the bamboo poles are baited and dropped in the water. Within seconds I have one on and that was it for
me for the evening. We move to another spot pushing our way deep into the trees. Emma catches a couple and
Fabio several.

A rather big piranha with rather sharp teeth they don’t eat much but there are lots of them.
From there we navigate several more waterways, witnessing a fiery sunset before coming to a beach with loud
music blasting out from a bar. By this time it is dark and we are not stopping for a drink but going alligator
hunting.
The boat pushes into the forest, torches shining looking for their orange eyes. One is captured but it’s tiny. Later
one a little bigger. Fabio apologizes saying, "There is too much water - it's hard to find the big ones"
It's a long slow journey back to the lodge for a chicken dinner around 8pm

Thursday July 18
The five of us are back in the wide boat at 5am for a 90 minute journey to the Ariau river, a white river that runs
between the brown and black rivers. There we float amongst the trees and then down the river watching
monkeys play in the trees and listening to the bird life.
Around 8.30am we stop at Eli's place for a spot of breakfast. Eli, a 67 year old fisherman with a single barrel 20
gauge shot gun he carries for protection from alligators has some great stories to tell. One of which involves a
3m alligator which he spotted some 20m from the beach while sitting at the table where we are eating.
Spear in hand he raced down to jump in his boat, paddled out and speared it in the side behind the shoulder.
With 50m of strong line he spent the whole day fighting it. The tail weighed 45kg, the head he sold to a local
tribe for 100real.

Eli “it’s a hard life but a good one” he said about his life by the river.
With boa constrictors coming in from the bush behind him, anacondas and alligators from the river he said his
chickens and dogs have a tough life. He normally uses his machete to deal with the snakes. There is a six meter
alligator about 5 minutes away where he often goes fishing. Piranha are another problem, he produces a fish
from his morning catch partially eaten by them, then pulls two out from inside the fish.
A month ago the river was almost up to the floor of their house, so they have only just moved back to their
kitchen and dining area. By December it will be some 400m across mud flats to get to the river. Eli describes
their life as hard but really enjoyable.
We watch as his granddaughter washes their clothes in the river. They have power and I wonder how all the
exposed wires handle all the water?
To break the long ride back we stop at the local beach resort for a beer and a swim in the murky black waters.

Yes I chanced a swim and no nothing has fallen off. Well not yet anyway!!
We head back to the Green Lodge for a fish lunch, a shower and siesta.
At 3.30pm Fabio the guide, Emma and I are off to the jungle. Back in the wide boat it's a long trip up and across
the 3km plus wide black river.
Leaving the boat on the beach, we wander up past the sunken house/beach bar, past a new bar/house being
built above the high water mark, than past the high river straw house which is used when the river is high.

A few hundred meters past the straw house we reach the "rain forest jungle" which, in my opinion, by the small
size of the trees is secondary growth.
An hour and a bit of strolling and we come to our camp which has been used before.
Hammocks hung, we watch as Fabio prepares dinner: a chicken roasted on a stick and some rice served in plates
made from leaves. The eating utensil is fashioned from a bit of palm tree.

Friday July 19
Rising about six to a breakfast of boiled eggs and bread rolls, we sort out our kit and head off for a stroll. Not
much wild life here. We hear monkeys and birds and even get to drag a tarantula spider from its hole.

Our chicken dinner roasting on a stick.

A somewhat annoyed Tarantula hard to spot among the leaves

About 10am we arrive back at the straw hut where the owner is standing by the bar (a chilly bin). We partake in
a couple of beers.
There is a young boy called Buda there. Emma sits and plays with him and his turtle as Fabio explains how Buda
came to be there: Then living across the river, the family that are raising him left their beach front shack one
day. On their return they saw a crude chilly bin floating past their property and heard what sounded like a
screaming child. They swam out to find this child floating in the chilly bin with a note saying he was 6 months
old.

Emma from Denmark plays with a very happy Buda and his pet turtle.
They took him to the hospital in Manaus and had him checked out. Some Asian people saw him and said he
looked like a Buddha. Hence the name. No trace could be found of the parents, so these kind people are raising
him. He plays often with his pet turtle and seems very happy being raised by nice people in a shack with a dirt
floor.
After a couple of cold beers from the chilly bin we head back to the lodge for a fish lunch.
After lunch it's time for me to leave and go swim with the pink dolphins. This time I am put in a long thin boat no
life jackets on board. We head out through the trees, neither the driver nor I speaking a word of each others
language.
Just out of the channel, we stop by some trees and the driver paddles us backwards in under the trees, he
reaches up in the branches to where he has strung together in the shade half a dozen coke bottles filled with
petrol which are dropped into the boat.
Ten or so minutes later we come to a pontoon near a couple of floating houses. 20 real change hands and I am
left on the pontoon as the long boat heads off into the trees.

Here Jose indicates that I should get into the water and we feed the pink Dolphins. That task complete he
indicates that I get in an even skinnier boat than the last one and we head for one of the houses. The water is up
to the gunwales and also running into the boat through the boards on the side.
A couple of beers and a lot of sign language later and the wide boat turns up with some others and drops us
back at the village from where we are driven back to Manaus.

In the evening Therese turns up at the hotel and we go to meet the group she has been to the jungle with. Her
trip cost 350 real, mine cost 900. On comparing notes it looks like I got well and truly stroked.
Do not trust people in this part of the world that speak English well and are overly-helpful.
We all eat dinner on a cobbled area next to the famous Manaus theatre.

Saturday July 20
I took the opportunity to take a guided, English speaking tour through the theatre. Built in the late 1800’s this
place is spectacular, with four floors of boxes and a large seating area in the middle with a ventilation system
whereby bellows were used to pump air up under the seats. Pretty much all the components came from Britain
and Europe. A ballroom at the front allowed the rich locals to meet during intervals.

During this time Manaus was a very wealthy town with the rubber boom at its peak. It was the first city in Brazil
to have electricity and trams.
Across the street is the road to the Palacio da Justica, the old courthouse. The English speaking tour is free. The
guide explains how prior to this being built they had to send people to another state to be tried, then bring them
back to hang them. Later he also went on to explain that in order to be a lawyer one has to first become a good
actor, then train to be a really good liar.
Many of the materials for this building were also imported. The dark and light timbers in the floor, signifying the
coming together of the rivers, were local.
Just around the corner is the governors’ house from that era, which has been restored. The English speaking tour
here is also free.

Later that evening Emma arrived back from her five day stay at the Green Lodge and we went to what turns out
to be a really nice restaurant called Viuva Negra just around the corner from the Go Inn.

.
11.50pm that night I am supposed to fly to Miami on American Airlines. We board the plane on time then spend
nearly two hours waiting for a rather loud bunch of young US citizens to get their visas sorted so they can leave
the country.
Luckily I had plenty of time between flights in Miami to make the flight to Los Angeles. On arrival at LA all three
777 American Airlines gates are full with broken down aircraft so it is nearly a two hour wait on the edge of the
runway before we can get off the plane.
Looking back this has been a fantastic trip. Never did I feel in danger. The lack of language was no more difficult
than going to the local supermarket or service station here in Auckland. Value for money I will be surprised if I
ever see better.

